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Abstract
Various augmenting mechanisms have been proposed to
enhance the communication eciency of mesh-connected
computers (MCC's). One major approach is to add noncon gurable buses for improved broadcasting. A typical example is the mesh-connected computer with multiple buses
(MMB). In this paper, we propose a new class of generalized MMB's, the improved generalized MMB's (IMMB's).
Each processor in an IMMB is connected to exactly two
buses. We show the power of IMMB's by considering semigroup and pre x computations. Speci cally, we show that
semigroup and pre x computations on N operands, and
data broadcasting all take O(log N ) time on IMMB's. This
is the rst O(log N ) time algorithm for these problems on
arrays with xed broadcasting buses.

Keywords: bus, mesh-connected computer, meshconnected computer with multiple buses, parallel algorithm, parallel architecture, parallel computing, processor
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1 Introduction
Due to its simple and regular interconnection pattern,
a mesh-connected computer (MCC) is feasible for hardware implementation and suitable for solving many problems such as matrix manipulation and image processing.
However, the relatively large diameter of an MCC causes
a long communication delay between processors that are
far apart. The time complexities of algorithms running
on an MCC are lower bounded by its diameter. To overcome this problem, various augmenting mechanisms have
been proposed to enhance the communication eciency of
MCC's. One major approach is to add buses for improved
broadcasting [2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11]. A typical example is

the mesh-connected computer with multiple broadcasting
(MMB)[9]. A two-dimensional MMB is a two-dimensional
(2-D) MCC with a bus for each row and each column.
In this paper, we propose a class of improved generalized mesh-connected computers with multiple buses
(IMMB). We compare the performances of IMMB's and
MMB's by considering parallel semigroup and pre x computations on these architectures. Like MMB's of [9] and
GMMB's of [6], buses of the IMMB's proposed in this paper do not have switches on them. The major di erence
between our IMMB architectures and existing MMB-like
architectures is that the buses in our architectures are partitioned into levels, while maintaining that each processor
is connected to exactly two orthogonal buses. In an llevel IMMB, buses are partitioned into l levels of di erent spans. The diameter of a d-dimensional l-level IMMB
(called (d; l)-IMMB) is dl. In Section 2, we de ne the twodimensional IMMB's. In Section 3, we show that semigroup and pre x computations
on N operands can be performed using an N 12  N 12 square (2; 2)-IMMB in O(N 161 )
time. We would like to point out that a (2; 2)-IMMB can
simulate its corresponding GMMB proposed in [6] with a
constant factor of slowndown, while having fewer buses. In
terms of number and size of buses, an IMMB is a tradeo of an MMB and a GMMB. The performance of of an
IMMB is better than that of an MMB and GMMB. Further performance improvement can be achieved by increasing the number of levels. In Section 4, we show that
for
any constant 0 <  < 1, there exists a multi-level N 12  N 21
square IMMB using which semigroup and pre x computations on N operands can be carried out in O(N  ) time,
while maintaining O(1) broadcasting
time. We also show
how to construct an l-level N 12  N 21 square IMMB, where
l = O(log N ), on which semigroup and pre x computations
on N operands, and data broadcasting all take O(log N )
time.

2 Two-Dimensional IMMB's
A two-dimensional IMMB is a two-dimensional meshconnected computer (MCC) augmented with buses. We
call the links for the mesh connections local links. The
added buses are divided into l levels, which form a hierarchical structure. A 2-D IMMB is formally de ned as
follows.
An I (1; (n1;1 ; n1;2 )), a one-level IMMB, is an n1;1  n1;2
MMB. Processors that are in the boundary rows and
columns are called boundary processors. An I (l; (n1;1 ;
n1;2 ); (n2;1 ; n2;2 );  ; (nl;1 ; nl;2 )), where l > 1, is an llevel IMMB that is constructed by arranging nl;1 nl;2 copies
of I (l , 1; (n1;1 ; n1;2 ); (n2;1 ; n2;2 );  ; (nl,1;1 ; nl,1;2 ))
as an nl;1  nl;2 array. The processors in each copy of
I (l , 1; (n1;1 ; n1;2 ); (n2;1 ; n2;2 );  ; (nl,1;1 ; nl,1;2 )) are
collectively called a level-(l , 1) submesh. Local links are
added to connect boundary processors of level-(l , 1) submeshes to enforce nearest-neighbor mesh connections. For
easy references, these local links are referred to as levell bridge local links. For each row (resp. column) of the
nl;1  nl;2 array of level-(l , 1) submeshes, we do the following: Merge the top most (resp. left most) row (column) buses, which were level-(l,1) buses, of these IMMB's
into one bus. The buses obtained by these merging operations are called the level-l buses of I (l; (n1;1 ; n1;2 ); (n2;1 ;
n2;2 );  ; (nl;1 ; nl;2 )), and they are no longer level-(l , 1)
buses. The remaining level-k buses, 1  k  l , 1, of the
nl;1  nl;2 component level-(l , 1) submeshes are called
the level-k buses of I (l; (n1;1 ; n1;2 ); (n2;1 ; n2;2 );   ; (nl;1 ;
nl;2 )). An l-level two-dimensional IMMB is also referred
to as a (2; l)-IMMB. To avoid degeneracy, we assume that
ni;1  3 and ni;2  3 for 1  i  l. De ne b1 = n1;1 n1;2 ,
and bi = ni;1 ni;2 bi,1 , ni;1 (ni;2 , 1) , ni;2 (ni;1 , 1) =
ni;1 ni;2 (bi,1 , 2) + ni;1 + ni;2 for 1 < i  l. Clearly, bl
is the number of buses in I (l; (n1;1 ; n1;2 ); (n2;1 ; n2;2 );  ;
(nl;1 ; nl;2 )).
In an I (l; (n1Q;1 ; n1;2 ); (n2;1 ; n2;2 );  ; (nl;1 ; nl;2 )),
there
are N =Q li=1 (ni;1 ni;2 ) processors arranged as a
Q
l
(Qi=1 ni;1 )  (Q li=1 ni;2 ) processor array. It contains a
( li=1 ni;1 )  ( li=1 ni;2 ) MCC (connected by local links)
as a substructure; i.e. after removing buses, we obtain
an MCC. In addition to local links, each processor is connected to exactly two buses. Each bus belongs to a unique
level. It is important to note that a level-k bus, k > 1, is
shared by processors from several level-(k , i) submeshes,
where 1  i  k , 1, so it cannot support concurrent data
transmissions among the level-(k , i) submeshes connected
by it. In some situations, as will be shown shortly, concurrent data transmissions on such a bus can be simulated
using other buses with only a small constant slowdown
factor.
Our two-level IMMB's closely resemble the GMMB's
proposed in [6], which are constructed using multiple
copies of MMB by only introducing additional local links.
De ne an r  s logical MMB on a subset V of rs processors
of an IMMB as a substructure of the IMMB that can simu-

late each parallel step of an r  s MMB, with its processors
being in V , in constant time. We can use a (2; 2)-IMMB,
I (2; (n1;1 ; n1;2 ); (n2;1 ; n2;2 )), to simulate its corresponding
2-D GMMB of [6] as follows. In each level-1 submesh, we
use the level-1 bus that connects the second processor row
(resp. column) to simulate a level-1 bus that connects all
processors in the rst row (resp. column). For example,
suppose that processor Pi;j in the rst row (resp. column)
of a level-1 submesh wants to broadcast a message to all
processors in the same row (resp. column) of the same
submesh. It can rst send the message to processor Pi+1;j
(resp. Pi;j+1 ) in the second row (resp. column) using a
local link, and then broadcast it to all processors in that
row (resp. column) using the level-1 bus that connects
them. After this, each processor in the second row, (resp.
column) sends the received message to the corresponding
processor in the rst row via a local link. This scheme
implies that there exists n2;1 n2;2 disjoint n1;1  n1;2 logical MMB's de ned on the level-1 submeshes, and each
n1;1  n1;2 MMB substructure of the 2-D GMMB can be
simulated by a logical MMB. This leads to the following
claim.

Theorem 1 A (2; 2)-IMMB can simulate its corresponding 2-D GMMB with a constant-factor slowdown.

Obviously, the converse of this theorem is not true. This
is because that the diameter of the 2-D GMMB corresponding to I (2; (n1;1 ; n1;2 ); (n2;1 ; n2;2 )) is 2(n2;1 + n2;2 ,
1), whereas the diameter of I (2; (n1;1 ; n1;2 ); (n2;1 ; n2;2 )) is
4. We wlll show that IMMB's are more powerful than
MMB's and GMMB's by considering semigroup and pre x
computations.
Let us compare the structures of two dimensional MMB,
GMMB and IMMB of the same size. A common feature of
MMB, GMMB and IMMB is that all of them contain an
MCC as a substructure, and each processor is connected
to exactly two buses. De ne the size of a bus as the number of processors connected by the bus. All buses in an
MMB and a GMMB are of the same size, whereas the
buses in an IMMB have variable sizes. The largest bus
size of a GMMB is the same as the size of buses in an
MMB. In terms of semigroup and pre x computations, a
GMMB improves the performance of an MMB by adding
more buses, and IMMB improves the performance of a
GMMB by allowing variable bus sizes. It is important to
note that the improved performance of an IMMB over a
GMMB can even be achieved by using a smaller buses as
in the case of two-level IMMBs.

3 Semigroup and Pre x Computations
on a (2 2)-IMMB
;

In this section, we consider semigroup and pre x computations using a (2; 2)-IMMB, a 2-D two-level IMMB.
A semigroup computation is formally de ned by a tuple (; S ), where  is an associative operator, and S =

fa1 ; a2 ;  ; aN g is a set of operands. This tuple speci es
computation a1  a2    aN . A pre x computation is
also de ned by a tuple (; S ), where  is an associative operator, and S = (a1 ; a2 ;  ; aN ) is a sequence of operands.
This tuple speci es computations si = a1  a2  ai for
1  i  N . We assume that the operation  performed on
two operands takes constant time. Since the result sN of a
pre x computation is a result of a semigroup computation,
any algorithm for pre x computations can be used for a
semigroup computation with the same complexity. Thus,
we only need to discuss pre x computations.
By Theorem 1 and the result of [6] on GMMB's, semigroup and pre1 x computations
on N operands can be done
using I (2; (N 2 ; N 103 ); (N 101 ; N 101 )) in O(N 101 ) time. By
further exploiting the power of IMMB's, we obtain better
results.
Consider I (2; (n1;1 ; n1;2 ); (n2;1 ; n2;2 )) such that n1;1 =
n2;2 = n1 and n1;2 = n2;1 = n22 . Clearly, I (2; (n1;1 ; n1;2 );
(n2;1 ; n2;2 )) consists of N = n processors arranged as an
n  n square array, where n = n1 n2 . In another view,
I (2; (n1;1 ; n1;2 ); (n2;1 ; n2;2 )) is an n2  n1 array of n1  n2
level-1 submeshes. We call the processor in such a submesh that has the largest index according to lexicographical order the leader of the submesh. We observe that the
leaders of level-1 submeshes are processors Pin1 ;jn2 , where
1  i  n2 and 1  j  n1 , and they form an n2  n1 array.
It is simple to see that the leaders Pin1 ;kn2 and Pin1 ;(k+1)n2
(resp. Pkn1 ;jn2 and P(k+1)n1 ;jn2 ) of two adjacent level-1
submeshes are connected by the following path:
Pin ;kn
1

2

bridge link

,! Pin ;kn
bridge link
,! Pkn ;jn
1

2 +1

level,!
,1 bus P

in1 ;(k+1)n2

level,!
,1 bus P
(Pkn1 ;jn2
(k +1)n1 ;jn2 )
1 +1
2
Furthermore, the k-th level-2 row (resp. column) bus can
be used to simulate a bus that connects k-th leader row
(column). For example, suppose that a submesh leader
wants to broadcast a message to all leader processors in
its row (resp. column). It can send the message to
the processor in the rst row (resp. column) of its submesh via the level-1 column (resp. row) bus it is connected to, and use the level-2 bus to broadcast the message to all processors in this row. Then, processors in this
row (resp. column) send the received messages to their
corresponding processors (leaders) in the last row (resp.
column) of the submesh via level-1 column (resp. row)
buses. Thus, I (2; (n1;1 ; n1;2 ); (n2;1 ; n2;2 )) contains a logical n2  n1 MMB de ned on the level-1 leaders.
Let (a1 ; a2 ;   ; an ) be a sequence of n = n1  n2
operands for a pre x computation, and A be a pre x algorithm that runs in O(t(n)) time on an n1  n2 MMB with
each processor holding one operand. Suppose that

f : fij1  i  ng ! f(j; k)j1  j  n1 ; 1  k  n2 g
is the function used by algorithm A to map ai 's and
si 's to processors; i.e. if f (i) = (j; k), input ai

and result si = a1  a2    ai are in Pj;k before and after the computation, respectively. We want
to perform pre x computation on (a1 ; a2 ;  ; an2 ) using
I (2; (n1;1 ; n1;2 ); (n2;1 ; n2;2 )). We partition (a1 ; a2 ;  ; an2 )
into n subsequences Ai , 1  i  n, each having n operands,
such that Ai = (a(i,1)n+1 a(i,1)n+2  ; ain ). Recall that
I (2; (n2;1 ; n2;2 ); (n1;1 ; n1;2 )) consists of an n2  n1 array of
level-1 submeshes, each being an n1  n2 processor array.
Denote these submeshes as Mk;j 's, where 1  k  n2 and
1  j  n1 . Submesh Mk;j consists of processors Pa;b,
(k , 1)n1 + 1  a  kn1 and (j , 1)n2 + 1  j  jn2 .
De ne

g : fij1  i  ng ! f(k; j )j1  j  n1 ; 1  k  n2 g
such that g(i) = (k; j ) if f (i) = (j; k). We use g(i) to
map Ai 's to Mk;j 's. For each Ai , we map its a(i,1)n+q to
processor Pjq;kq , where 1  q  n, and (jq ; kq ) = f (q).
In other words, initially processor P(k,1)n +j0 ;(j,1)n +k0 ,
which is in submesh Mk;j , stores a(i,1)n+i0 , where (k; j ) =
f (i) and (j 0 ; k0 ) = g(i0 ) and 1  i; i0  n. With
1

2

this data distribution, the pre x computation using an
I (2; (n1;1 ; n1;2 ); (n2;1 ; n2;2 )) can be carried out in the following four steps.
Step 1: Execute algorithm A on n level-1 submeshes concurrently to compute local pre xes so that processor P(k,1)n1 +j0 ;(j,1)n2 +k0 in submesh Mk;j obtains
a(i,1)n+1  a(i,1)n+2   a(i,1)n+i0 . Let Si =
a(i,1)n+1  a(i,1)n+2    ain . For each submesh
Mk;j , store its computed Si in its leader processor. By
Theorem 1, I (2; (n1;1 ; n1;2 ); (n2;1 ; n2;2 )) can simulate
n disjoint n1  n2 MMB 's with only a constant-factor
slowdown. Hence, these operations take O(t(n)) time.
Step 2: Execute algorithm A on a logical n2  n1 MMB
with the leaders of level-1 submeshes as its processors.
The computed result stored in the leader of Mk;j is
Ti = S1  S2   Si , where (k; j ) = g(i). This step
takes O(t(n)) time.
Step 3: The leader of each submesh Mk;j , where (k; j ) =
g(i), broadcasts the value Si,1 , which can be computed from Ti and Si , to all processors in Mk;j . Operating in parallel, this can be done in O(1) time since
I (2; (n1;1 ; n1;2 ); (n2;1 ; n2;2 )) can simulate n independent MMB 's.
Step 4: Each processor performs operation  on the local
pre x computed in Step 1 and the value it received
in Step 3. This takes O(1) time.
In summary, we have the following result.

Theorem 2 If a pre x (resp. semigroup) operation on n

operands can be carried out in O(t(n)) time using an nprocessor MMB, then the same pre x (resp. semigroup)
operation on n2 operands can be carried out in O(t(n))
time using an n2 -processor square (2; 2)-IMMB.

Since the pre x and semigroup computations
on n
3
5
8  n 8 MMB in
operands
can
be
performed
using
an
n
O(n 18 ) time [5], we have the following corollary of Theorem 3.

Corollary 1 Pre x and semigroup computations
on N
1
operands can be carried out in O(N 16 ) time using an
N 12  N 12 square (2; 2)-IMMB.
If we let each processor hold more than one operand,
semigroup and pre x computations may be performed
more eciently. To see this, let us distribute n2 t(n)
operands to n2 processors such that each processor holds
t(n) operands. In parallel, each processor performs prex (or semigroup) computation on its own t(n) operands
sequentially. The total parallel time for this process is
O(t(n)). Then, the parallel operations described above
are performed on the partial results. Since the product
of time and the number of processors is O(n2 t(n)), this
computation is cost optimal.

Theorem 3 If semigroup and pre x computations on n

+1
processor Pii;j;k
0 nk ,nk,1 +1;j0 nk ,nk,1 +1 as the leader of level+1
k submesh Mii;j;k
for 1 < k < l. As before, we call the
0 j0
processor in a level-1 submesh that has the largest index
according to lexicographical order the leader of the level-1
submesh. The leaders of level-k submeshes are called levelk leaders for short. The level-k leaders in a level-(k + 1)
submesh form an n  n processor array. We show that for
each level-(k + 1) submesh, its level-(k + 1) buses, a subset
of its level-k buses and and a subset of its level-k bridge
local links (bridge links for short) form an n  n logical
MMB de ned on its level-k leaders.
Through vigorous analysis, we obtain the following
lemma.

Lemma 1 For any level-(lk,+k,1) submesh M i;j;k , where
1 < k < l and 1  i; j  n
, in (2; l)-IMMB(n), there
is a logical n  n MMB on its level-k submesh leaders using
+1

1

all its level-(k + 1) buses, a subset of its level-k buses, and
a subset of its level-(k + 1) bridge links.

The following fact is also useful in our pre x algorithm.
For brevity, we omit its proof.

operands can be carried out in O(t(n)) time using an nprocessor MMB, then the same computations on n2 t(n)
operands can be carried out using an n2 -processor square
IMMB in O(t(n)) time, which is cost-optimal.

Lemma 2 For any level-(lk,+k,1) submesh M i;j;k , where
1 < k < l and 1  i; j  n
, in (2; l)-IMMB(n), there

The following corollary of Theorem 4 is obtained by
letting n = N 178 and t(n) = n 81 for the O(n 18 )-time algorithms of [5] that use an n 38  n 58 MMB.

Let (a1 ; a2 ;  ; an2 ) be a sequence of n2 operands for
the pre x computation, and A be a pre x algorithm that
runs in O(t(n2 )) time on an nn MMB with each processor
holding one operand. Suppose that

Corollary 2 Semigroup and pre x computations on N
operands can be carried out using an N  N square
8
17

8
17

(2; 2)-IMMB in O(N 171 ) time, which is cost optimal.

4 Semigroup and Pre x Computations
on (2 )-IMMB's
;l

The algorithms presented in the previous section can
be extended to run on (2; l)-IMMB's, the two-dimensional
l-level IMMB's, where l > 2. Without loss of generality, we only consider I (l; (n1;1 ; n1;2 ); (n2;1 ; n2;2 );  ; (nl;1 ;
nl;2 )) such that nl;1 = nl;2 = nl,1;1 = nl,1;2 =  
= n1;1 = n1;2 = n. For easy reference, we denote this
special IMMB by (2; l)-IMMB(n). Clearly, there are n2l
processors in (2; l)-IMMB(n), and these processors form
an nl  nl processor array. This processor array can be
viewed as an nl,k,1  nl,k,1 array of nk+1  nk+1 arrays, each being a level-(k + 1) submesh. A level-(k + 1)
submesh is in turn considered as an n  n array of level-k
submeshes. Let M i;j;k+1 , where 1  i; j  nl,k,1 , denote
+1
a level-(k + 1) submesh. We use Mii;j;k
0 j0 , 1  i0 ; j 0  n,
i;j;k+1
i;j;k
+1
to denote a level-k submesh of M
, and use Pa;b
to denote the processor in the a-th row and b-th column
of processors in M i;j;k+1 , where 1  a; b  nk+1 . De ne

+1

1

is a path that consists of a level-k bus and a level-(k + 1)
bus from its leader to any of its level-k leader.

f : fij1  i  n2 g ! f(j; k)j1  j; k  ng
is the function used by algorithm A to map ai 's and si 's
to processors in an n  n MMB; i.e. if f (i) = (r; c), input
ai and result si = a1  a2    ai are in Pr;c before and
after the computation, respectively. We want to perform
pre x computation on a sequence A = (a1 ; a2 ;  ; an2l )
using (2; l)-IMMB(n). We partition A into n2 subsequences Ai , 1  i  n2 , each having n2(l,1) operands,
such that Ai = (a(i,1)n+1 a(i,1)n+2  ; ain2(l,1) ). We use
f (i) to map Ai to the level-(l , 1) submesh M r;c;l . Let
Si = a(i,1)n+1  a(i,1)n+2    ar;c;l
in2(l,1) . We want
to use each level-(l , 1) submesh M
to compute Si ,
where (r; c) = f (i). To do so, we partition each Ai into
n2 subsequences Ai;1 ; Ai;2 ;  ; Ai;n2 , each having n2(l,2)
operands. We assign Ai;j to the level-(l , 2) submesh
Mrr;c;l
0 ;c0 , where (r; c) = f (i) and (r0 ; c0 ) = f (j ). We recursively partition each subsequence Ail,1 ;il,2 ;;ik+1 into
n2 subsequences Ail,1 ;il,2 ; ;ik+1 ;ik , 1  ik  n2 , and assign each of these subsequences to a level-k submesh of the
level-(k + 1) submesh for Ail,1 ;il,2 ; ;ik+1 using function
f until each Ail,1 ;il,2 ; ;i0 contains exactly one operand,
which is assigned to a unique processor. For 1  k  l , 1,
let
Sil,1 ;il,2 ; ;ik+1 ;ik = aj 2Ail,1 ;il,2 ;;ik+1 ;ik aj :

We call Sil,1 ;il,2 ; ;ik+1 ;ik the active value of unit
Ail,1 ;il,2 ; ;ik+1 ;ik . Our algorithm consists of three
phases. The rst phases has l , 1 iterations. In the rst
iteration, algorithm A is performed on all logical n  n
MMB's de ned on level-1 submeshes, and the active values
of these submeshes are stored in their leaders. In the k-th
iteration, 1 < k  l , 1, algorithm A is performed on all
logical n  n MMB's de ned on the leaders of level-(k , 1)
submeshes, and the active values of all level-(k + 1) submeshes are routed to their respective leaders. By Lemma
1 and Lemma 2, each iteration takes O(t(n2 )) time, which
is the time required for pre x computation on n operands
using an n  n MMB. The total time for the rst phase is
O(lt(n2 )).
In the second phase, the leader of a level-k submesh
broadcasts its active value to its level-1 leaders in the submesh. This broadcasting operation involves (i) sending its
active value to one of its level-(k ,1) leaders, (ii) broadcasting the item to all its level-(k , 1) leaders using the logical
n  n MMB de ned on these level-(k , 1) leaders, and (iii)
recursively broadcasting to leaders of lower levels. A bus
con ict problem arises: broadcasting from the leader of a
level-k submesh to all its level-(k , 1) leaders and broadcasting from the leader of a level-(k , 1) submesh to all
its level-(k , 2) leaders may need to use the same level-k
buses. To avoid such con icts, we use a \pipelining" strategy, which consists of l , 2 steps, Step 1 through Step l , 2.
In the j -th step, level-(l , 2i , j ) leaders broadcast to the
level-(l , 2i , j , 1) leaders in their level-(l , 2i , j ) submesh,
where 0  i  l,2 j using logical n  n MMB's de ned on
the level-(l , 2i , j , 1) leaders. By Lemma 1 and Lemma 2,
there is no con ict in the use of buses in this process. It is
easy to verify that after (l , 2) steps, all data at higher level
leaders are broadcast to level-1 leaders. Then, each level-1
leader broadcasts all data it has received to the processors
in its level-1 submesh. The overall running time for the
second phase is O(l).
The task of the third phase is for each processor to
update its pre x value using the data it received in the
second phase. The time for this phase is obviously O(l).
In summary, the total time for this three-phase pre x algorithm is O(lt(n2 )), assuming that algorithm A takes
O(lt(n2 )) time. The rst phase of this algorithm can be
used to perform a semigroup operation. By the results of
[5, 9], semigroup and pre x computations on n2 operands
can be carried out using an n  n MMB O(n 13 ) time, i.e.
t(n2 ) = O(n 13 ). Let N = n2l . Then, semigroup and pre x
computations on N operands can be carried
out using an
l-level square (2; l)-IMMB(n) in O(lN 61l ) time. For any
given constant 0 <  < 1, selecting l such that l  61 leads
to the following theorem.
Theorem 4 For any constant 0 <  < 1, there exists an
N 12  N 12 square (2; l)-IMMB(n) using which semigroup
and pre x operations on N operands can be carried out in
O(N  ) time.
For any constant 0 <  < 1, let N 1, = n2l . We select

l such that l  16, to construct an N ,  N , (2; l)IMMB(n). If we distribute N operands to N 1, processors
of this (2; l)-IMMB(n), semigroup and pre x operations
on these N operands can be carried out in O(N  ) time.
1

2

1

2

Hence, we have the following claim.

Corollary
3 For any constant 0 <  < 1, there exists an
N ,  N , square (2; l)-IMMB(n) using which semi1

2

1

2

group and pre x operations on N operands can be carried
out in O(N  ) time, which is cost optimal.

If we let n be a constant, say n = 3, then semigroup and
pre x computations on N operands can be performed on a
square (2; l)-I(3) in O(l) time, which leads to the following
claim.

Theorem 5 Semigroup and pre x computations on N
operands can be performed using an O(log N )-level N 
1
2

N square IMMB in O(log N ) time.
1
2

Let each processor hold log N operands, the following
corollary is straightforward.

Corollary 4 Semigroup and pre x computations on N
operands can be performed on an O(log N )-level pN N 
pN N square IMMB in O(log N ) time, which is cost op1
2

log

1
2

log

timal.

There is no contradiction between Theorem 4 and Theorem 5. The better performance claimed in Theorem 5 is
achieved by using more buses.

5 Extension to -Dimensional IMMB's
d

Our de nition of l-level 2-D IMMB's can be extended
to de ne d-dimensional IMMB's. A d-dimensional l-level
IMMB is denoted by (d; l)-IMMB. The processors in an
n1  n2    nd d-dimensional IMMB is denoted by
Pi1 ;i2 ; ;id , where 1  ij  nj and 1  j  d. In a way
similar to the de nition of 2-D IMMB's, we can formally
de ne (d; l)-IMMB's in a recursive fashion, assuming that
a d-dimensional MMB is a 1-level d-dimensional IMMB,
and its buses are level-1 buses. For a (d; l , 1)-IMMB,
we call its level-(l , 1) buses that connect the processor
with the smallest index according to lexicographical order (i.e. P1;1; ;1 ) its representative level-(l , 1) buses.
Clearly, there are exactly d representative
Q level-k buss,
one for each dimension. We use n = di=1 nl;i copies of
a (d; l , 1)-IMMB to construct a (d; l)-IMMB as follows.
Arrange these (d; l , 1)-IMMB's, which are referred to as
level-(l , 1) submeshes, as an nl;1  nl;2     nl;d array.
Boundary processors are connected by bridge local links,
and representative level-(l , 1) buses are merged into level-l
buses. For brevity, we omit the detailed formal de nition.
By Theorem 1, it is easy to verify that the diameter of

a (d; l)-IMMB is dl. It is also straightforward that any ddimensional GMMB can be simulated by its corresponding
2-level d-dimensional IMMB (which has fewer buses) with
a constant-factor slowdown.
In [1, 5], it was shown that semigroup and pre x
computations
can bed,performed
on N operands using
d2 2 +1
d+1
d2d,1 +1
an N d2d 1 N d2d    N d2d d-dimensional
MMB in O(N d2d ) time. In [6], it is shown that semigroup and pre x computations
cand,be
performed on N
d2d,1 +2
d2 2 +2
d+2
operands using an N d2d +d  N 1d2d +d    N d2d +d
d-dimensional
GMMB in O(N d2d +d ) time. Using the
d2d,1 +1
d2d,2 +1
d+1
n d2d  n d2d    n d2d d-dimensional MMB
as a level-1 IMMB, we can construct a (d; l)-IMMB recursively, with a (d; k)-IMMB being constructed using n
d2d,2 +1
d+1
d2d,1 +1
copies of n d2d  n d2d    n d2d level-(k , 1)
submeshes. By properly selecting processors as leaders at
di erent levels in a similar way as what we did for the 2-D
case in dthe
previousd,section,
we can run the algorithm for
d2 2 +1
d+1
d2 ,1 +1
d
d
the n d2  n d2  n d2d d-dimensional MMB
given in [1, 5] on logical MMB's de ned on these levels.
It is not dicult, though tedious, to prove the following
theorem.

Theorem 6 Semigroup and pre x computations on N
operands can be performed using an N -processor (d;l)1
IMMB in O(N ld2d ) time.
Since a (d; 2)-IMMB can be considered as constructed
from a d-dimensional GMMB1 by merging some of its buses,
our time complexity O(N ld2d ) is a signi cant improve1
ment over the time complexity O(N d2d +d ) achieved by a
d-dimensional GMMB. Also, the time complexity claimed
in Theorem 10 can be achieved by a set of (d; l)-IMMB's
with a wide range of di erent aspect ratios.
Consider constructing a (d; d)-IMMB recursively as
follows. The (d; l)-IMMB, 1  l  d, is constructed by an n1+[(1+l,2) mod d] n1+[(2+l,2) mod d] 
n1+[(i+l,2) mod d]    n1+[(d+l,2) mod d] . The result-

d
}|
{
z
ing (d; d)-IMMB is an n  n    n (d; d)-IMMB, where
,
Q
n = d ni . Choosing ni 's such that ni = N
, we
d2d i +1
d2d

i

have the following extension of Theorem 6.

Theorem 7 Semigroup and pre x computations on N

z

}|d

{

operands can be performed using1an d-level N d    N d
d-dimensional IMMB in O(N d2 2d ) time.
1

1

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a generalization of meshconnected computers with multiple buses, the IMMB's.

Processors in an IMMB form a hierarchy of clusters (submeshes) of di erent sizes, and buses are partitioned into
levels for fast data movement among processor clusters at
di erent levels. We investigated the computation power
of IMMB's by comparing their semigroup and pre x computation performances with that of MMB's and GMMB's.
Our results signi cantly improve the best time complexities achieved on MMB's and IMMB's for the same computations.
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